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Studies. The average individual in the
industrialized
world, the article states,
devotes three hours a day to the pursuitfully half their leisure time. "At this rate,"
Kubey
and
his
co-author,
Mihaly
Csikszentmihalyi, calculate, "someone who
lives to 75 would spend nine years of his or
her life in front of the tube."
U sing scientific studies, polls and
surveys, and plain old common sense, the
authors
hammer
home the following
essential points:
• The use of cuts, zooms, pans,
and sudden noises activates the human
"orienting response" -our
sensitivity to
movement and potential predatory threats.
As a result, our heart rate slows as the
"brain focuses its attention on gathering
more information while the body rests,"
write the authors. This leads to a kind of
hypnotic trance.
• The sense of relaxation ends
when the set is turned off, but the feelings
of passivity and lowered alertness continue.
In contrast, reading, sports, and other hobbies actually improve one's mood.
• Viewing is less mentally stimulating, as measured by alpha brain wave
production, than reading.

A Spell on You
TV is a lot easier to turn on than off,
says new research. By Bill Glovin

ew things are more relaxing than curling up on
a comfortable sofa, grabbing the remote, and
watching your favorite TV show. And while no
one begrudges you this often satisfYing and seductive
pleasure, you may not realize that TV-like a habitforming sedative-sucks
you in by making you feel
relaxed as long as you keep watching.
That's the message of a February Scientific
American cover story co-written by Robert Kubey,
director of the Center for Media Studies and a professor of journalism and media studies at Rutgers,
School of Communication, Information, and Library
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• Excessive viewing leads to
boredom and loneliness and lessens creativity in problem solving and the ability to
persevere at tasks.
The authors also recommend a
few strategies to kick a persistent TV
habit. To cut down on viewing, they
suggest turning off a particular program or movie within the first few
minutes if it doesn't live up to expectations. "It's natural to keep watching to find out what happens next,"
they write, "but once the set is off
and people have turned their attention to other
things, they rarely care anymore." Also, track and
enforce limits with a kitchen timer and post a list of
alternative activities on the fridge so that family
members won't reflexively plop down in front of
the TV after dinner.
While Kubey isn't comfortable with the term
"TV addiction" since it suggests biological dependency and is laden with value judgments, he and his
colleague report that researchers have found that
people do, in fact, experience classic withdrawal
symptoms when they cut back on viewing. They
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attempt to settle the semantics over terminology
when they write: "".whether or not we formally diagnose someone as TV-dependent,
millions of people
sense that they cannot readily control the amount of
television they watch."

Car Trouble
Could relaxing state
regulations on auto insurers
help keep them m
the Garden State?
wo summers ago, John Worrall was asked to
analyze New Jersey's automobile insLlrance
industry
for
the
Washington-based
Brookings
Institution
conference
on insurance
deregulation. "My report politely pointed out what a
mess our system is and how it could be fixed," says
the chair of the Rutgers-Camden
economics department. In 2001, the American Insurance Association,
another Washington-based
institution, asked him to
do a follow'-up analysis focLlsing on how to change
the system over time rather than all at once.
"The response
was overwhelming,"
says
Worrall, who completed the work last spring. The
Wall Street journal, Forbes, and almost every major
newspaper in New Jersey ran editorials either supporting his recommendations
or urging that legislators and state insurance officials read his report
(wvvw.ru tgers. ed ul d ep t- pages/economics/jw.
h tml).
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Says Worrall: "Five of the top 10 companies won't do
business here. State Farm, which insures one million
drivers, sued to leave because they were losing
money. Meanwhile, 12 percent of our drivers are
without insurance while the rest of us pay the highest
rates in the country."
Worrall recommends a complete overhaul. He
advocates allowing companies to raise or lower prices
by 10 percent in a one-year period without regulatory
approval. "This would provide the state with some cost
control, but also provide
flexibility to underwriters," he says. "In South
Carolina, this drastically
slowed the number
of
companies leaving."
He would also
change the rule that prohibits
companies
that
refuse
to write
auto
insurance
policies from
offering other kinds of
insurance.
"This hurts
consumers
who benefit
from companies that offer competitive rates in other
areas, such as homeowners insurance," he says.
The current "take-all-comers"
rule is also
problematic, he believes. "With the exception orNew
Jersey Manufacturer's,
companies are forced to write
policies for drivers with up to nine points against
their license," he says. "More companies would write
insurance in the state ifthey could establish their own
underwriting standards."
About 125 companies do business in Illinois
and California; only half that amount write policies in
New Jersey. ''Take all the obstacles away and conditions will improve," he believes. "Let's face it, things
can't get much worse."
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Institute of Microbiology have devised a

Earth to coalesce From materials already

new way to create more nutritious corn
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without using the genetic engineering
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